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Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel cell counting method accomplished using a single-cell array fabricated on an image sensor,
complementary metal oxide semiconductor sensor. The single-cell array was constructed using a microcavity array, which
can trap up to 7,500 single cells on microcavities periodically arranged on a plane metallic substrate via the application of a
negative pressure. The proposed method for cell counting is based on shadow imaging, which uses a light diffraction
pattern generated by the microcavity array and trapped cells. Under illumination, the cell-occupied microcavities are
visualized as shadow patterns in an image recorded by the complementary metal oxide semiconductor sensor due to light
attenuation. The cell count is determined by enumerating the uniform shadow patterns created from one-on-one
relationships with single cells trapped on the microcavities in digital format. In the experiment, all cell counting processes
including entrapment of non-labeled HeLa cells from suspensions on the array and image acquisition of a wide-field-of-view
of 30 mm2 in 1/60 seconds were implemented in a single integrated device. As a result, the results from the digital cell
counting had a linear relationship with those obtained from microscopic observation (r2 = 0.99). This platform could be used
at extremely low cell concentrations, i.e., 25–15,000 cells/mL. Our proposed system provides a simple and rapid miniaturized
cell counting device for routine laboratory use.
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Introduction

Today, cell counting is one of the most commonly performed

routine laboratory tests in the field of cell biology. Recently,

various types of desktop-sized automated cell counters including

impedance-based [1,2] and image-based counters [3,4] have been

developed and commercialized for routine laboratory use. These

cell counters have been designed to reduce both operator error

and the labor required for manual cell counting. In an image-

based cell counter, cell concentration is calculated from several

microscopic images obtained by automated microscopy. Single

cells are morphologically distinguished from debris or cluster from

the images and the cell concentrations are calculated from the

number of single cells identified in microscopic area. The

detectable cell concentration ranges from 16105 to 56107 cells/

mL [3]. Because the measurable volumes of conventional

cytometers are restricted to a certain amount, it is not possible

to use these systems to measure samples with low cell concentra-

tions (less than 103 cells/mL). However, the ability to count small

number of cells is becoming increasingly necessary to expand the

utility in laboratories especially when using limited amounts of

biological samples or preparing of cell standards for counting rare

cells (e.g. circulating tumor cells or hematopoietic stem cells) [5].

As a platform for efficient image-based cell analysis that would

be applicable to rare cell counting, our group has developed a

micrometer-sized cavity array, termed a microcavity array, for the

construction of a high-density single-cell array [6–9]. The

microcavity array was designed as a micro-sized metallic filter

for the arrangement of single cells in a two-dimensional array. By

applying a negative pressure via the microcavities, the cell

suspension immediately passes through the filter so that single

cells are trapped on the geometry-controlled microcavities.

Thousands of cells can be trapped in 60 seconds and arranged

into a single-cell array with a density of up to 280 cells/mm2 [6].

In addition, this system can handle up to a milliliter level of sample

by taking advantage of filtration-based cell entrapment. We have

demonstrated that, using this microcavity array, it was possible to

detect less than ten tumor cells from a 7.5 mL sample of blood [9].

However, the performances of single-cell array analyses are highly

depended on the external microscopic equipment. In general,

large-scale and expensive microscopes integrated with a computer-

operated stage or microarray scanners are required to perform

image-based cell analysis [10], which, up to this point, has limited

the potential of single-cell array technology for simple and rapid

cell counting.

Recently, miniaturized cell imaging systems based on

microelectromechanical system technology have been developed

as rapid, inexpensive, and portable cell counting platforms [11–

18]. These platforms employ ultra-wide-field cell imaging using

a charge-coupled device or complementary metal oxide
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semiconductor (CMOS) sensor plane without using objective

lenses. We have also reported a novel miniaturized cell imaging

system using a micro-partitioned thin-film transistor photosensor

[19] and a CMOS sensor [20]. In these systems, two-

dimensional imaging of single cells directly placed on a plane

surface of the sensor allows large-field imaging of 30 mm2 and

single-cell chemiluminescence detection within a second. These

systems have the potential to provide simple and rapid cell

counting platforms by simultaneous imaging of thousands of

individual cells on a sensor surface.

In this study, we demonstrated a simple and rapid cell

counting platform by integrating the microcavity array with a

two-dimensional photosensor (the CMOS sensor). In the

proposed system, the microcavity array serves two functions:

one is to provide a microfilter for single-cell alignment in a

single focal plane and the other is to provide a micro-aperture

array screen for the projection of optical patterns on the sensor.

The illumination light transmits through the microcavities to the

CMOS sensor surface, resulting in a grid-like pattern image

consisting of periodically arrayed bright spots. In this set up, the

spots of trapped cells in the microcavity array are visualized as

shadows in a grid-like pattern. The image acquisition conditions

and subsequent image processing were optimized to validate the

utility of the image-based cell counting. The cell count is

determined by enumerating the uniform shadow patterns

created from one-on-one relationships with single cells trapped

on the microcavities in digital format. Our proposed system

provides a simple and rapid miniaturized cell counting device

for routine laboratory use.

Materials and Methods

Materials
The CMOS sensor composed of 204861536 pixels (pixel size:

3.2 mm) in an area of 6.55 mm64.92 mm was used for imaging

(DFK61BUC02; Imaging Source Europe GmbH; Bremen,

Germany). Hoechst 33342 (Life Technologies Corporation; CA,

USA) were used for fluorescent labeling of cells. Silpot 184 (Dow

Corning Toray Co., Ltd.; Tokyo, Japan) was used as a prepolymer

of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and a peristaltic pump (MINI-

PULS3; Gilson, Inc.; WI, USA) was used to run the sample

solution through the device.

Cell Preparation
HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s

medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum

(FBS) and 1% penicillin and streptomycin at 37uC in a humidified

incubator containing 5% CO2. The harvested cells were washed

and suspended in 500 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The

cells were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at room

temperature and stained with Hoechst 33342 (5 mg/mL). The

number of cells in the suspension was determined as follows. Cell

concentrations were first determined by manual counting using a

hemocytometer (1.16106 cells/mL, average diameter: 17.6 mm).

Rare cell samples were prepared by diluting cells to ideal

concentrations of 5–4000 cells/5 mL by statistical sampling of a

serial dilution. Then, 5 mL of a cell suspension–equal to the

volume injected into the test sample (final volume: 200 mL)–was
transferred onto a glass slide where cells were counted under a

fluorescence microscope. Counting was repeated three times to

determine the number of cells in the suspension.

Fabrication of Digital Cell Counting Device
A microcavity array was fabricated on the CMOS sensor to

fabricate the digital cell counting device (Fig. 1a and 1c). The

microcavity array was prepared as previously described [9]. It was

made of nickel by electroforming (Optnics Precision Co., Ltd.;

Tochigi, Japan). Each microcavity was fabricated with a diameter

of 8 mm (Fig. 1b) and a 60-mm distance between each microcavity

for achieving a total of 7,500 microcavities arranged in each

100675 array. A suction chamber was fabricated between the

back side of the microcavity array and the protection glass of the

CMOS sensor using spacer tape. The chamber was connected to

an outlet leading to a peristaltic pump, which was used to

implement vacuum pressures on the sample fluids. An upper

chamber for cell introduction (height: 1.5 mm) was fabricated on

the microcavity array using PDMS.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the shadow-imaging-based

cell counting platform developed in this study. A microcavity array

attached to a CMOS sensor was illuminated from above by a light

source. Because the nickel substrate from which the microcavity

array was constructed does not allow the transmission of light, only

the light transmitted through the microcavities was received at the

CMOS sensor surface (Fig. 2a and 2c). When cells were trapped

on the microcavities, the light was attenuated owing to absorption

and scattering (Fig. 2b). The CMOS sensor then acquired the

image showing the shadow patterns derived from the light

attenuation (Fig. 2d).

Imaging of Microparticles and HeLa Cells
To evaluate the effect of separation distance from the sensor

surface on imaging, fluorescent microparticles (Flowcheck Fluoro-

sphere; Beckman Coulter, Inc.; CA, USA) with an average

diameter of 10 mm were trapped and visualized by the CMOS

sensor under light irradiation. The microcavity array was

fabricated at various distances (i.e., 1095 mm, 1545 mm,

2045 mm) from the sensor surface. Microparticle suspensions were

introduced into the well chamber. After suctioning of the

suspension from below the microcavity array, the surface was

illuminated with UV light (wavelength at peak emission: 365 nm,

irradiance: 2 mW/cm2, SP-9; Ushio, Inc.; Tokyo, Japan), and the

image was acquired using the CMOS sensor. The sensor was

operated by Imaging software IC Capture 2.1 (Imaging Source

Europe GmbH; Bremen, Germany). CMOS sensor imaging was

also performed under illumination at a variety of wavelengths (i.e.,

365 nm, 465 nm, 520 nm, 620 nm; irradiance: 0.1–2 mW/cm2).

To demonstrate the use of the platform for cell counting, 200 mL
of HeLa cell suspensions were introduced onto the microcavity

array. After suctioning of the cell suspension at a flow rate of

120 mL/min, the microcavity array was imaged using the CMOS

sensor. For determination of the captured cell count, the Hoechst-

33342-stained HeLa cells were visualized using a fluorescence

microscope (BX61; Olympus Corporation; Tokyo, Japan)

equipped with a 106objective lens and an automatic stage system.

Results

Investigation of Imaging Conditions for the Digital Cell
Counting Device
The design of the microcavity array (diameter and pitch),

illumination wavelength, and distance between the sensor and the

microcavity array are critical parameters for acquisition of a high-

contrast image. In this study, the microcavity array was designed

for entrapment of mammalian cells with an 8 mm diameter and

60 mm pitch. The light intensities received at the sensor surface

can be expressed as

Digital Cell Counting Device
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where I is the light intensity at angle h from the center of the

microcavity; I0 is I at h=0; 2a is the diameter of the microcavity;

and l is the illumination wavelength (Fig. 3a). Based on this

equation, the cross-sectional profile of light intensity received at

the sensor surface, which is 1,095 mm from the microcavity array,

was simulated as 2a = 8 mm and l=365 nm (Fig. 3b). When no

cells are on the closely aligned microcavities, light diffracted

through microcavities may interfere with light through other

microcavities before it is received at the sensor surface. Thus, the

light intensity received by the sensor varies with the distance from

the center of microcavity position, as indicated by the black line in

Fig. 3b. Conversely, when a single cell is trapped on one of the

closely aligned microcavities, the light is attenuated by the trapped

cell. If the light through the trapped cell is diminished by 100%,

the sensor element just below the trapped cell receives only the

light diffracted through neighboring microcavities, as depicted by

the red line in Fig. 3b. As a result, the cell entrapment position is

recognized as a shadow pattern, which is darker than the

surrounding image area. In order to acquire this shadow pattern

image with optimized contrast, the illuminated wavelength (l) and
sensor-microcavity array distance (Z) were varied, and the

differences in results were evaluated.

The effects of wavelength (l) and distance (Z) on image contrast

were evaluated using microparticles. Fig. 4a shows part of a

CMOS sensor image of microparticles trapped on the microcavity

array under illumination at various wavelengths. The distance (Z)

was set at 1095 mm. Each image corresponds to a row of seven

microcavities. Of the seven microcavities, the three microcavities

occupied by microparticles were visualized as dark blocks. The

light transmitted through the unoccupied microcavities was

visualized in the color corresponding to the source wavelength.

Fig. 4b shows the cross-sectional intensity profile of the CMOS

image. The profile indicates that the intensity was attenuated every

120 mm, which is a distance equal to approximately two intervals.

Furthermore, Fig. 4c shows CMOS sensor images acquired with

the microcavity array positioned at various distances from the

sensor surface at a constant wavelength of 365 nm. The distance

was controlled using spacer tapes with thicknesses of 50, 500, and

1,000 mm on the protection glass, which was 1,045 mm from the

sensor surface. Each image corresponds to a row of eight

microcavities. Of these eight microcavities, the two microcavities

occupied by microparticles were visualized as dark blocks. The

cross-sectional intensity profile of the CMOS image indicates that

the intensity was attenuated every 180 mm, which is approximately

equal to three intervals (Fig. 4d). Of the conditions that were

evaluated, l=365 nm and Z=1095 mm were found to be optimal

for the acquisition of cell patterns with high contrast.

Image Processing for Cell Counting
Using the above imaging conditions, HeLa cells were trapped

on the microcavity array and imaged using the CMOS sensor.

The raw image was acquired using a CMOS sensor covered by a

microcavity array with 7,500 microcavities arranged in a 100675

grid at 60-mm intervals. In theory, the shadow patterns therefore

Figure 1. Digital cell counting device composed of a CMOS sensor and a microcavity array. (a) Photograph of the device. (b) Micrograph
of the microcavity array surface. Scale bar; 60 mm. (c) Side-sectional view of the digital cell counting device.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089011.g001

Digital Cell Counting Device
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appear every 60 mm within the captured image. Fig. 5a shows the

shadow imaging results of the HeLa cells trapped on the

microcavity array. The raw CMOS sensor images show the

shadow patterns, which indicate the locations of trapped cells. For

cell counting, the raw CMOS sensor image converted to 8 bit

grayscale was processed by threshold adjustment and size

extraction. An area measuring under 70 arbitary unit in light

intensity and over 200 pixels in size was extracted. As a result of

image processing, the extracted shadow patterns derived from

nearby cells overlapped (Fig. 5c). In addition, the area-size

histogram indicated heterogeneity in the sizes of the extracted

shadow patterns (Fig. 5e). From this image, we could not achieve

accurate cell counting at the single-cell resolution because of an

inability to identify single shadow blocks. To address this problem,

the raw CMOS sensor image was merged with a pattern mask to

divide it into 100675 uniform blocks (Fig. 5b). After masking the

raw CMOS sensor image, image processing was performed by

threshold adjustment and size extraction. In the processed image,

each extracted shadow pattern was standardized into a square

(Fig. 5d). In contrast to the raw image, the area-size histogram

generated from the masked image had a narrow peak at around

350 pixels corresponding to the area size of the uniform block

consisting of 19619 pixels (Fig. 5f). These results indicate that it

was possible to perform automated counting of individual cells

based on shadow patterns extracted from a CMOS sensor image.

Using the same conditions (l=365 nm and Z=1095 mm),

microparticles with a diameter of 10 mm, JM cells (which are

derived from human T lymphocytes) with diameter of 8–15 mm,

and HeLa cells with diameter of 15–20 mm were trapped and their

shadow patterns acquired. Microparticles (Fig. 4a), JM cells (Fig.

S1b), and HeLa cells (Fig. 5a) trapped on the microcavity array

cast shadow patterns with high contrast. Furthermore, the cross-

sectional intensity profile of the CMOS image indicates that the

intensity just below the trapped cells was attenuated (Fig. 4b, S1c).

The attenuation rate, which is the ratio of the intensity just below

the trapped cells to the intensity just below the microcavities

without cells, was 0.45 for microparticles, 0.45 for JM cells and

0.42 for HeLa cells, whereas the rate for the simulation result was

,0.1. Though the experimental attenuation rate indicates that the

light is not fully attenuated by the trapped cells, these shadow

patterns are independent of cell type or size and have enough

contrast to be extracted and counted.

Evaluation of Cell Counting Accuracy
To demonstrate the capability of this imaging platform for cell

counting, it was used to examine 200 mL HeLa cell suspensions of

various cell densities. After cell entrapment was performed, the

microcavity array was imaged under illumination using the

CMOS sensor. In this study, cell aggregation was prevented by

pipetting. In addition, the probability of entrapment of multiple

cells within a single cavity was,0.1%, as was demonstrated in our

previous work [7]. Almost all cells were trapped on the

microcavities as single cells. Therefore, each microcavity was

blocked by only one cell. In the acquired CMOS sensor images,

the cell locations on the microcavity array were visualized as

shadow patterns (Fig. 6a). The shadow patterns were shown to

match the locations of HeLa cells stained with Hoechst 33342 and

counted using the fluorescent microscope (Fig. 6b). Finally, to

validate the usefulness of the cell counting platform, cell

Figure 2. Fabrication of digital cell counting device based on a
CMOS sensor integrated with a microcavity array. (a, b)
Schematic diagrams of shadow-imaging platform. (a) Only the light
transmitted through the microcavities positioned above the CMOS
sensor is received at the sensor surface. (b) When cells are trapped on
the microcavities, the light is attenuated by the trapped cells. (c, d)
Schematics of the expected CMOS sensor images acquired before (c)
and after cell entrapment (d).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089011.g002

Figure 3. Calculated light intensity received at the sensor
surface. (a) Schematic model of the shadow imaging. (b) Simulated
profile of light intensity received at the sensor surface below the
microcavity array. The black line indicates a profile with no cells present
in the closely aligned microcavities. The red line indicates a profile with
a single cell trapped on one of the closely aligned microcavities. I0 was
defined as 1.0. The light through the trapped cell was assumed to be
attenuated by 100%.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089011.g003
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populations of different densities were trapped and measured using

CMOS sensor imaging. The results showed that, over a range of

25–15,000 cells/mL, it was possible to perform, cell counting with

an accuracy of 0.82, and the results obtained with this method

showed a linear relationship (r2 = 0.99) with those obtained by

microscopic observation (Fig. 6c). The discrepancy in results from

the two methods mainly resulted from cells not being trapped on

the microcavities. However, as the recovery rate was constant (80–

90%) [21] leading to the high linearity of the relationship between

the two methods, a calculation could be used to compensate for

the discrepancy in the measured cell density. These results indicate

that, over a range of 25–15,000 cells/mL, trapped cells could be

successfully counted by the CMOS sensor based on their shadow

patterns in a few minutes.

Discussion

In our previous study, mammalian cells were directly intro-

duced onto a two-dimensional photosensor surface, and the cell

signals were detected by the light-scattering of cells [20]. Because

the cell positions in the z-axis direction were not controlled on the

flat surface, the light-scattering signals varied according to the

distance between the cells and the sensor surface, resulting in

underestimation of the cell numbers. In addition, overlapping cells

were difficult to count precisely. Seo et al. (2009) also developed a

lensless, ultra-wide-field cell imaging platform based on holo-

graphic diffraction [16]. In this platform, the two-dimensional

holographic diffraction signature of each cell on a CMOS sensor

was recorded without using objective lenses by controlling the

spatial coherence of the illumination source. The recorded

holographic signature was reconstructed using a custom-developed

algorithm. The process permits computational separation of cell

holograms in which dense cells such as red blood cells in whole

blood samples are completely overlapping on the CMOS sensor

[15].

In contrast, using our approach, individual cells are arranged at

the single-cell level on the microcavity array so as to avoid

overlapping cells, and without losing focus. As reported in our

previous papers [9], the diameter of microcavities was set at 8-mm,

which is suitable for trapping epithelial cell lines such as HeLa

cells. The microcavity array was designed to separate and trap up

to 7,500 cells above the 30 mm2 sensing area of the CMOS sensor.

This setup enables us to detect single-cells in a simple fashion.

Figure 4. Effects of wavelength and distance between the microcavity array and sensor surface on shadow patterns. (a, c) Parts of the
CMOS sensor images corresponding to selected rows of microcavities acquired under illumination at various wavelengths in constant distance:
1,095 mm (a) and at various distances in constant wavelength: 365 nm (c). Three of the seven microcavities in a row (a) and two of the eight
microcavities in a row (c) were occupied by microparticles. (b, d) Cross-sectional variation in light intensity was measured in each image.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089011.g004

Digital Cell Counting Device
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When illuminated from above the microcavity array, the CMOS

sensor acquires shadow patterns derived from light attenuation at

the microcavities occupied by single cells. In order to distinguish

adjacent shadow patterns at a single-cell resolution, a mask image

of the grid pattern facilitated segmentation of the shadow patterns

as individual squares of uniform area. The segmented shadow

patterns are independent of cell size but are created from one-on-

one relationships with single cells trapped on the microcavity

array.

The microcavity array is made of a nickel substrate, which does

not allow the transmission of light outside the microcavities.

However, as D’Antò et al. reported, exposure to NiCl2 causes a

dose- and time-dependent inhibition of cell proliferation in human

cell lines [22]. Therefore, the biocompatibility of the nickel

substrate with respect to cell viability or cell proliferation should be

assessed in a future study, although this study was not aimed at

monitoring cell proliferation but at counting trapped cells. Our

previous study indicated that the use of the microcavity array does

not affect HeLa cell proliferation on the surface (unpublished

data), although the release of nickel ions from microcavity array

substrate was not examined. These findings show that a

microcavity array made with a nickel substrate does not cause

immediate cell death and can therefore be used in a cell counting

platform.

Another important feature of our platform is its capability for

wide-field imaging of the entire 30 mm2 area of the microcavity

array. The image used to determine the number of cells trapped

on the microcavity array is acquired by the CMOS sensor in a

single image capture without using objective lenses. Wide-field

imaging allows counting of a small amount of cells without the

need for scanning. Based on these features, the platform described

in this work can be used with low cell concentrations ranging from

25 to 15,000 cells/mL, which is lower than that measurable by

conventional cell counters.

However, some limitations in the proposed technique need to

be addressed. When excessive numbers of cells (over 7,500 cells)

were introduced into the microcavity array, the number of cells

remaining on the substrate outside the microcavities increased,

resulting in underestimation of the cell number. Thus, when

measuring a sample with a high cell concentration, dilution is

required before introducing the sample into the device. High-

concentration samples could also be counted by increasing the

number of microcavities and the size of the sensing area.

Furthermore, use of the proposed system is limited to pure

populations of cultured cell lines. The device cannot discriminate

between cells and debris particles from the acquired shadow

image. Hence, prevention of cell aggregation by trypsinization and

pipetting are required for accurate cell counting of uniformly sized

mammalian cells. Cells must then be suspended in a pre-filtered

buffer because contamination by debris particles may cause false

positive counting. To address these limitations, a functionalized

microcavity array would be useful. For instance, in previous

studies, we developed a microcavity array designed for size- and

deformability-based separation of tumor cells [9] or leukocytes

[7,8] from whole blood. These studies showed that it is possible to

use the microcavity array to isolate and detect specific cells on two-

dimensional surfaces. Therefore, the digital cell counting device

has the potential to be used for clinical applications such as

leukocyte counting, although further optimization of the device

Figure 5. Image processing for cell counting. (a, b) The raw CMOS sensor image (a) and image merged with a pattern mask to be divided into
uniform blocks (b) were processed by threshold adjustment and size extraction. (c, d) The shadow patterns were extracted from the raw image (c)
and the masked image (d). Figures in red within (c, d) indicate the serial number of the extracted patterns. (e, f) Size histograms of the extracted
shadow patterns were also generated.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089011.g005

Digital Cell Counting Device
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design is required for it to be capable of distinguishing

heterogeneous cell populations.

Conclusions

This study presents a novel cell counting device using a two-

dimensional photosensor (CMOS sensor) integrated with a

microcavity array. One of the important features of the proposed

technique is its capability for wide-field imaging of the entire

30 mm2 surface area of the single-cell array. The images are

acquired by the CMOS sensor in a single image capture without

the use of objective lenses or scanning. Therefore, only a few

minutes were needed to complete the cell count. Furthermore, the

microcavity array enables efficient entrapment of a small amount

of cells from a low-density suspension. Due to these features, the

proposed device can be used for counting with extremely low

concentrations of cells, i.e., 2.56101 cells/mL. Our system

provides a simple and rapid miniaturized cell counting device

designed for routine laboratory use that has a minimum detectable

cell concentration lower than that of a hemocytometer or

commercially available cell counters.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Cross-sectional variation in light intensity
measured using JM cells. (a) A section of the fluorescent

micrograph of the microcavity array. Three of seven microcavities

in a row were occupied by JM cells. (b) A section of the CMOS

sensor image corresponding to the selected rows of microcavities

acquired under illumination at 365 nm at 1095 mm. (d) Cross-

sectional variation in light intensity was measured in the CMOS

image.

Figure 6. Evaluation of cell counting accuracy. CMOS sensor image (a) and fluorescent micrograph (b) of HeLa cells trapped on a microcavity
array. Scale bar; 60 mm. (c) Cell count measured by CMOS sensor images compared with the count of HeLa cells stained with Hoechst 33342 in the
fluorescent micrograph. Plot area in lower range (red box) is enlarged and shown on the top left side.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089011.g006

Digital Cell Counting Device
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